CRAVE DINING VOUCHER TERMS & CONDITIONS:
1. The Crave Dining Voucher Benefit utilises Zapper (www.zapper.com) to facilitate discounting. You are
required to download and install the Zapper app onto a compatible smartphone (iOS, Android) in order to
access the Benefit. Zapper Terms & Conditions apply.
2. The Benefit entitles you to a discount of R120, provided that:
a. You purchase a minimum of two meals; and
b. You spend a minimum of R300
3. A maximum of two vouchers may be used per table, provided that:
a. Two members are present; and
b. A minimum of four meals are purchased; and
c. A minimum of R600 is spent
4. Your Benefit voucher is sent to your Zapper inbox on a monthly basis and is valid for that calendar month.
5. You are required to redeem the Benefit voucher and pay via Zapper to enable your discount.
6. Unless otherwise specified, vouchers may be used once per day.
7. The Crave Dining Voucher Benefit:
a. can only be redeemed at participating partners. We shall be entitled, in our sole and absolute
discretion, to amend the list of participating partners from time to time. We shall endeavour to
promptly update the list of participating partners as and when any changes are made. You are
required to check the list of participating partners to confirm availability every time prior to utilising
the Benefit; and
b. is based on the participating partners standard prices. Partners reserve the right to restrict the usage
of any special offer, promotion, gift card, voucher or loyalty program in conjunction with the
Benefit; and
c. may be redeemed in-store or via takeaway (where takeaway is offered); and
d. may not be used in conjunction with any other Crave benefit (where applicable); and
e. may not be used for any purchases other than the stated purpose
8. In all instances whereby you do not qualify for the Benefit discount, you are required to uncheck your
voucher prior to paying with Zapper.
9. Membership is non-transferable. Partners reserve the right to ask for proof of ID.
10. Crave accepts no responsibility for the quality of service and/or products at any of our partners.
Furthermore, Crave will not become involved in any non-Crave related disputes between members and
partners.
11. Failure to adhere to, or any attempt to circumvent the Crave Dining Voucher or Zapper terms and conditions
will result in your membership being terminated.

